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ABSTRACT  

Waseem Aziz in Pakistan reprimanded the legislatures and the reading material writers on 

distortion' of the recorded occasions and erasing significant portions of history from the 

prospectuses. Romila Mariam Chughtai shared her reservation with respect to reading material. 

Thapar in India mentioned criticisms against the BJP government's work of ‗religionising the 

prospectuses' and made an honest effort to present non-mutual methodology in the reading 

material while composing history books however her work stayed a simple craving on the 

grounds that the ‗religiously' radical ideological group possessing the primary passageway of the 

public government and having no similarity with her thoughts would not acknowledge the 

undisputed recorded realities. Dr. Mubarak Ali believed while composing on the course books 

that ‗defective reading material make a faulty outlook.  

Philosopy limits individuals from getting new information to comprehend the quick evolving 

world.' 2 Objections raised by KK Aziz with respect to authentic and social portrayals can barely 

be met if some writer or government plans to follow.3 For the explanation, various individuals 

condemned the reading material of History and Pakistan Studies however not a solitary writer 

has incorporated any course book as model. Whenever changed as wanted by the pundits it will 

prompt another discussion and individuals happy with the avoided things will be incredulous of 

the new consolidations and individuals disappointed with different things will respond in a 

similar way. So no full stop can be dropped anyplace for this situation since school or school 

prospectus comprising of information examined quickly with a particular heading can't oblige all 

parts of history. ‗National History' reflects public perspective to deliver an age who speaks to 

some particular land, culture, religion, political philosophy, craftsmanship and social morals. 

Scarcely any illustration of such nation can be cited which doesn't teach the successors as 

indicated by its own public understanding of the authentic occasions. The youngsters are 

educated to develop with their own way of life, religion and accepted practices. This examination 

finds that prospectus of the subjects of History and Pakistan Studies delivered by the Punjab 
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Curriculum and Textbook Board (PCTB), like different nations, targets instructing the successors 

on explicit course hence no holes appear to be in the reading material of History and Pakistan 

Studies. Analysis emerges generally on the old course readings while the PCTB had changed the 

course books hugely and all the verifiable periods including Indus Valley Civilization, old India, 

Sikh guideline, and so on are being instructed at the school and school level. Is the ‗history 

reading material' a ‗history?' How mutilation is conceivable if authentic realities get by ever? Is 

the understanding of occasions a ‗history?' Why did the pundits of the subjects of History and 

Pakistan Studies not offer option to the ‗flawed' course readings; they composed many pages on 

protests while the elective course books need a little exertion in creating not many pages to fill 

the hole in the event that it exists. The heading taken in the examination is that the study on the 

course readings of History and Pakistan Studies doesn't separate ‗events' from ‗comments.' It 

further pinpoints a few issues, for example, mutual understandings in the British India, space in 

the course books, authoritative, social, political and strict portrayals, and the unquestionable 

situation on patriotism and enthusiasm which can't be neglected. The evaluate is a glorified 

stance which can barely be met on account of the restricted space in the course books. This 

investigation offers a counter-story to the protests brought by numerous individuals up in and 

outside Pakistan against the PCTB reading material of History and Pakistan Studies.  

Watchwords: Textbooks, history, Pakistan Studies, bending, translations of occasions, 

patriotism, enthusiasm, ages, governments, public history, British, mutual, public point of view.  

PRESENTATION:  

Reading material and radicalism in Pakistan stayed hot issue since the commencement and the 

western media and policymakers demonstrated worry over the circumstance of fanaticism in 

Pakistan. On 16 April 2016, the every day Dawn distributed news from Washington that 

Ambassador Jalil Abbas Jilani reacting to a report ―Teaching Intolerance in Pakistan‖ which 

called attention to about the fanatic substance in the course books of Pakistan, clarified that the 

Pakistan's administration had taken out the hostile references from the textbooks.4 This features 

the issue as a global issue which decides its significance inside and outside Pakistan. Reports on 

disdain wrongdoing and psychological oppression in UK were coursed in the House of 

Commons which had talked about the understudies having tilt towards scorn wrongdoing and 
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their preparation from disparate channels. 5 All this was a direct result of the homegrown climate 

(homegrown prospectuses), substance (school schedules) and understanding by the educators 

(particular shirking from educational program). The 9/11 episode incited the strict fanaticism and 

counter-psychological warfare drive which has won the world legislative issues.  

Numerous creators denounce the ‗distortion' of history in Pakistan Studies and History  

course readings however barely have they drawn a substantial line between errata, Skipping 

occasions, translation or public perspective and mutilation. All should observer the official cycle 

of progress in the schedules over and again following not many years by the PCTB that 

incorporates and bars things as per the stance and tilt of time or ability of the PCTB creators and 

commentators. Reading material in the Punjab mean the textbooks from essential to middle 

classes which should describe verifiable occasions quickly. On the off chance that the protests by 

the pundits are tended to, the course books will grow to volumes in light of the fact that the 

evaluate looks for notice of the public just as counter-accounts in these reading material. Nelson 

Mandela believes that human instinct depends on adoration and the guardians, prospectus and 

media educate contempt. What Rousseau needs Emile to be in the life is basically an individual 

character and nature as enriched by God however everything relates to the individual character 

while course readings are planned and composed remembering the public requirements.  

Countries are enriched with the option to advance the religion, culture, framework and 

philosophy short brutality. Owing and respecting the guardians, religion, land, culture and 

country is a characteristic marvel however the talk must be avoided contempt and savagery 

against any gathering. Scorn develops from activities and encounters inside or outside the 

general public. Understanding of these activities and encounters isn't possessed by the adversary 

network or gathering while the last's observation on these occasions are refuted by the past 

gathering. The battle of 1857 in India was ‗mutiny' for the British while the equivalent was ‗war 

of freedom' for local people. Ordinarily, course readings impact the delicate personalities and 

direct their future life to a particular scholarly line. Numerous overviews led by the common 

society associations and scientists have inferred that the early personalities are defenseless 

against the strict radicalism in light of the fact that numerous strict gatherings show substance in 

the viewpoint of contempt. Consequently, reading material or substance and educators assume 
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unequivocal function in the childhood of the successors and once in a while instructors become 

more significant as they are to decipher the substance as indicated by their own mentality. 

Educational program shows its value here when it limits educators to the particular scholarly 

lines.  

During the mid 1840s, the European directors, Felix Boutros and Aloys Sprenger at Delhi 

College managed the work on the school reading material with assistance of the Indian educators 

of the Oriental Department. 6 The presence of various strict networks in India had different 

interpretational positions on the chronicled occasions which moved the British to receive 

engaging methodology in the set of experiences course books. The reading material offered 

portrayals liberated from predispositions. This methodology inspired the Indian students of 

history to follow the course taken the British historiography. The British styled method of 

historiography of India served the decision country in dispensing with the impact of the 

neighborhood legacy from the Indian people.7 By this, the British taught local people yet under 

the settler approach which pounded the scholarly mind of the coming ages.  

The instruction strategy started in the Punjab from the 1850s ahead disposed of Punjabi language 

thinking of it as a low status8 despite the fact that the British understood the native language 

marvel that the most ideal method of learning is that the kids can learn through their primary 

language. The Punjabi kids needed to learn Punjabi as native language, English and Urdu as 

legitimate dialects, and Arabic as strict language. This obstacle was acknowledged by the 

policymakers yet never tended to. K. Mohyeddin discusses the wonder that Urdu and English 

were the significant obstacles in the method of learning for the Punjabi youngsters: To be away 

from the way that the Pakistani country can't receive the Indian form of history course readings 

as the Indian country doesn't embrace supportive of Muslim League position in the course books. 

Also, at present no strict gathering is focused on adversely or sidelined in the set of experiences 

course books in Pakistan. Individuals having ability and new information about the reading 

material being trained as of now in the Punjab schools can't have a problem with this point as all 

the chronicled periods are the portion of the textbooks as somewhat valued by a few  

JOURNALISTS:  
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On the set of experiences front one feels moment alleviation. Pakistan's date of birth has 

fortunately been set at 1947 and away from 712 — the year Arab majestic winner Mohammed 

canister Qasim set foot in Sindh.59  

Mariam Chughtai appropriately investigates the point in the exploration discoveries about the 

thought processes behind the set of experiences substance in Pakistan:  

I propose the likelihood that set of experiences instruction in Pakistan doesn't encourage strict 

patriotism for religion, however utilizes religion as one device among many, to additional 

mainstream, political, and nationalistic objectives.60  

Yaar Muhammad sees a positive change in the substance of the Pakistan Studies course reading 

in 2006 despite the fact that equity and advancement, all things considered, dialects and societies 

have been guaranteed through the Constitution that is told in the reading material:  

Another educational plan for optional Pakistan contemplates presented in 2006. This educational 

program endeavored to all the more expressly perceive the ethnic and strict variety of Pakistan 

and intended to get ready youngsters as residents of a vote based society and for worldwide 

citizenship.61  

All things considered the school understudies in Punjab are educated about the antiquated Indian 

heritage. The course readings give appropriate data about the love places and sacrosanct days of 

the Hindus, Sikhs and Christians in a deferential way. The prospectus additionally discusses 

Budhism and non-Muslim characters and rulers when it offers insights regarding the Indus 

human progress and strict and political history of India.62 Ancient India created rich writing and 

specialists in various fields of life. In 771 AD, Sanskrit writing was converted into Arabic (a 

book on cosmology named, Sinddhanta by Brahmagupt was interpreted in Arabic which came to 

be known as Sindhind in Arabic). In science, the main commitment of India to Arabic learning 

was the presentation of what called ‗Indian Numerals' (Ruqum-al-Hindiyyah). Manka (Indian 

Doctor or tabeeb) treated ruler Harun-al-Rashid 63 during his disease and was luxuriously 

rewarded.64 Teachers while chatting on the old Indian inheritance given in the reading material 

can illuminate this verifiable truth on the off chance that he/she is outfitted with the adequate 

information identifying with the theme. The course readings of history take up the period from 
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grade 4 to 8 beginning from Indus Valley Civilization to the current years. It implies the 

understudies should examine or gain proficiency with the concise review of the historical 

backdrop of the land from BC to introduce day.  

Numerous individuals and associations raised voice every once in a while against the counter 

minority infusions in the reading material which advanced radicalism. 65 Mariam Chughtai 

presents her examination that ―is grounded in a specific comprehension of strict patriotism and 

personality governmental issues which is basic in conceptualizing strict political extremism.‖66 

But in some cases odd complaints are distributed by certain journalists. They need to dispose of 

the ‗national perspective' from the course readings as Salman Ali composes:  

…  students of government schools in Punjab and much different territories are being 

educated, ―Muhammad Ali Jinnah felt that Hindus needed to make Muslims their slaves and 

since he despised subjugation, he left the Congress.‖ At somewhere else in evaluation III, it says, 

―The Congress was really a gathering of Hindus. Muslims felt that in the wake of getting 

opportunity, Hindus would make them their slaves.‖67  

The experimental proof checks that Quaid-I-Azam spared the Muslims from the subjection of the 

remorseless Hindu lion's share. Sikhs and Muslims were two minorities in the British India. 

Sikhs chose to stay under Hindu lion's share and have become ‗slaves' while the Muslims are a 

sovereign country. Congressite Muslims challenged the Hinduised climate of the Congress 

gatherings. The Congress challenged the different electorates for Muslims yet the equivalent for 

Sikhs was not contradicted in 1919. In June 1931, the Manchester Guardian featured the 

Muslims' interest of the division of Sindh from Bombay and remarked that the very interest 

indicated the Muslims' disdain towards the Congress or Hindu demeanor. This interest was 

driving them to separatism68 which affirms the counter Muslim character of the Congress party. 

Certainly, no country can stand to forfeit the public perspective to mollify the protesters.  

The way toward distributing books in the Punjab appears to be straightforward and precise 

however numerous issues and practices uglify the activity. Government as well as distributers, 

inept subject specialists, joblessness, case, non-scholastic mentality of the organization and 

favourtism might be answerable for the low-standard of the substance and even response as 
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protests. The issue begins from the subject master whether in the phase of composing a book or 

investigating the composition. Romila Thapar uncovers that the senior Indian teachers thought it 

low standard work to compose a book for a school or school. 69 The college educators like a 

generously compensated venture that implies leaving the space for nonacademic individuals. 

Course readings especially the set of experiences and Pakistan Studies go through similar issue 

and scholars having no exploration experience incorporated material taken from various books 

into another original copy. Indeed, even books composed by laymen were distributed with 

famous names just to take a smooth action to the official acknowledgment or proposal.  

To numerous journalists, the norm of the course books in the Punjab can turn out to be better if 

the affirmed composition is pitched on site for the input from all partners. KK Aziz was featured 

by the media thus called academicians considering the History course readings as misleading 

statement:  

In Pakistan, accounts identified with the philosophical make-up of the nation have been step by 

step changed; a cycle wherein, throughout the long term, each major political disaster has seen 

the inclusion of a progression of spic and span misleading statements in school textbooks.70  

Aziz and numerous others censure that Sir Syed Ahmad Khan can't be remembered for the 

opportunity development pioneers since he remained against the counter British Indians in the 

battle of 1857.71 By tolerating this dispute, we should manage the counter Bhagat Singh 

mentality of MK Gandhi and bar Gandhi from the Indian opportunity development. In reality, 

question emerges, what the War of 1857 focused on was to dispose of the British while the 

peaceful gatherings of the Indian people groups thought that the strong British couldn't be 

removed from India forcibly subsequently the most ideal path was to acknowledge their clout for 

the present and battle for their privileges and afterward opportunity could be achieved slowly. 

Both the camps in 1857 planned to serve the networks by freeing the land from the British 

pilgrims. Sir Syed Ahmad Khan prevailed upon the British hearts and drove the Muslims through 

a peaceful system to make sure about a decent situation in the public authority just as in the 

general public. The Hindus and Sikhs received a similar approach and advocated the continuous 

battle. They acknowledged the protected writ of the British and arranged their separate networks 

to battle for the rights lastly autonomy. Along these lines, pioneers either favorable to British or 
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hostile to British turned into the Muslim legends in light of the fact that both attempted to look 

for a sensible position and respectable future for the Muslims. Accordingly, history specialists 

having complaint on the opposing demeanor of the Muslim gatherings in the War of 1857 

couldn't fathom the circumstance appropriately and admirably.  

Volume or space in the course readings is the primary issue while composing course readings of 

history, Pakistan Studies or social examinations. Not many pages are apportioned to the course 

readings at various levels and all occasions can't be remembered for these pages in this way the 

writers are compelled to be particular in getting the applicable material from the sources 

remembering the degree of the kids. The book entitled Murder of History contains around 260 

pages simply featuring complaints and errata. Reviewing the complaints referenced in this book 

requires many pages for one course reading while the set of experiences part of the course 

readings comprises of not many pages. It is intriguing that all the pundits composed several 

pages against the set of experiences and Pakistan Studies course readings yet they didn't set out 

to compose not many pages as ‗model' or ‗alternative reading material.' This checks the 

adversarial pretention and issue of material advantages by many engaged with this battle. 

Accordingly, the pundits can be ordered into two classes including scholarly individuals and 

money managers. The last have questions with the PCTB in regards to distributing, printing and 

dispersion share and a few cases are in advancement in the courts too. At times, they give 

information to the media and attempt to humiliate the PCTB organization so they could receive 

bartering demeanor. Media in Pakistan is a powerful source to irritate the officials. Scrutinize by 

the academicians on the substance is halfway an earnest info however three measurements make 

question about their truthfulness:  

1. They are very much aware of the issues of errata, distributed pages, public stories as all 

inclusive marvel as impulse yet and still, after all that they continued crying against the course 

books.  

2. They didn't compose any course book as a model despite the fact that it was a less time-

requiring exertion than the compositions against the reading material.  
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3. They notice that administration and different specialists didn't give them significance 

ramifies the individual inner self and voracity to increase some beneficial spot. 

All are realities referenced above can be checked from the archives and books composed by the 

Hindu and non-Muslim writers. Five Englishmen directed the yearly gatherings during 1885-

1918 remembering George Yule for 1888, William Wedderburn in 1889 and 1910, Alfred Webb 

in 1894, Henry Cotton in 1904 and Annie Besant in 1917. Mehrotra citing the explanation of 

welcoming the Britons composes, the ―Congress intentionally picked Britons as presidents to 

demonstrate its faithful, moderate and non-racial character.‖98  

World in various manners receives technique to educate ‗national history' as a scholarly infusion 

that Pakistan likewise needs to do. This might be called ‗interpretational History' which 

interprets the chronicled occasions as indicated by the public account or angle. One occasion 

reflects communitarian points of view as discrete electorate directly in British India is deciphered 

and contended distinctively by the British, Hindus, Muslims and Sikhs and right now every one 

of these networks or countries show their particular understanding since it is the obligation of the 

policymakers to deliver ages who love their nation and work for its brilliant future. Essentially, 

the Pakistani ages have option to comprehend history in the viewpoint of the opportunity 

development, an authentic heritage that varies with others' perspectives. To penetrate the 

country's legacy, the public authority should promote ‗national history' without contortion and 

religionisation of the authentic occasions in the schools. Chronicled occasions deciphered in the 

viewpoint of the communitarian remain in British India are considered as public or philosophical 

legacy that India and Pakistan teach their childhood through prospectuses. Clark composes that 

schedules build nationalism.99  

No nation can present such a large number of perspectives or ways of thinking at school level on 

the grounds that too long stories will be a weight on the delicate personalities in this manner 

consideration, everything being equal, and purposes of perspectives at school level would be an 

unfeasible thought. Getting the occasions identifying with the public angle is a public right and 

renown and the successors should be given sentiments of having connection with a decent and 

daring  
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country and this is definitely not a Pakistani standard rather this is a worldwide rule under which 

the instructive history or public history is composed and educated at the school level. India, 

Bangladesh and Nepal have fused the official positions identifying with history and topography 

in the course books. Monetary Times distributed a report on the mutilation of history, geology 

and schedules which mirrors the nationalization of history and topography. Stephen Colbert 

contrived term ‗truthiness' 100 that implies refusal from chronicled realities and announcing the 

public accounts the main truth. It targets denying the genuine authentic realities. India has law to 

detain for a half year the individual who distributes informal guide. Presently the BJP has 

recommended multi month detainment alongside 1.50 crore dollars. The bill looks for that the 

guides indicating contested regions as parts of India will have the official and lawful status. The 

mission to reconsider the schedules of Rajasthan, the Hindu fanatics attempted to reject 

Jawaharlal Nehru from the course books. They have been trying to quiet the Muslim time of rule 

in the textbooks.101 In the Indian schools, the understudies are encouraged that the meat eaters 

―easily cheat, lie, fail to remember guarantees, are deceptive and tell awful words, take, battle 

and go to brutality and perpetrate sex crimes.‖102 Truthiness term looks bad as the public 

perspective fills the need very well in such manner.  

Bangladesh got independence from Pakistan hence its prospectuses present Pakistan as foe 

nation while numerous Pakistanis accept the Bengalis as backstabbers who schemed with the 

assistance of India against the homeland. The European nations are not permitted to reject the 

holocaust in their schedules. The decision gathering of Hasina Wajid has been attempting to 

choke out the traditionalists since they, as per the Bengali radicals, banter that during the Awami 

League's development lakhs of Bengali individuals were slaughtered while the examination tells 

the loss of life was in thousands and this gathering of the Bengalis just misrepresented the figures 

103 to criticize Pakistan's administration and armed force. Nepali and Europeans are additionally 

associated with the equivalent ‗truthiness.'104 The inquiry if this is contortion of history and 

geology merits talking about. To comprehend this wonder, this is imperative to separate among 

‗distortion' and ‗interpretation' of history. To refute the truth of Indus Valley progress and 

indicating this human advancement in south India is a mutilation that is shameful undertaking to 

murder reality while to decipher any chronicled occasion in the public point of view is right of a 

nation, society or social gathering. Simply take a gander at the takeoff of the Britishers from the 
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Subcontinent, the British decipher it as a ‗transfer of intensity' and ‗honourable return' while the 

Indians interpret it because of their opportunity battle. Dr. Mubarak Ali portrays the equivalent:  

In India and Pakistan, the part of these political dissidents is profoundly lauded to give them the 

option to govern the new countries. Strangely, British students of history portray the opportunity 

battle as a 'move of intensity', suggesting that the change that occurred was a deliberate 

acquiescence of intensity and not because of battle. These two translations reflect two 

contradictory ways to deal with history. 

The following issue is the frail function of the administration in the Punjab. They can't manage 

the cost of single news valid or bogus distributed in the media against them. Whenever happened 

the large supervisor promptly holds request against some lower grade official to show his 

productivity in spite of he realizes that the charged is absolutely guiltless. News was circulated in 

a TV program that the PCTB had erased the names of the photos of the saints of 1965 and 1971 

wars. The administrator may have gotten request to reestablish things without  

any postponement. I was called quickly by the PCTB authorities and got guidance to incorporate 

the photos. I turned over the pages and came to realize that the prospectus of the book goes till 

1947. I clarified that the news was false on the grounds that the course reading of next class as of 

now covers the period from 1947 forward and it contains the two battles alongside all the 

pertinent pictures. They answered that they were not arranged to take the feeling rather to 

guarantee the incorporation of the photos. I was certain that the complaint was not raised by the 

safeguard office and administration had lost the nerves that the public authority could grab the 

workplace from the DG on the very news. I recommended the consideration of the multitude of 

unmistakable characters, for example, Malala Yousufzai, Abdul Sattar Edhi and Arfa Kareem 

Randhawa in the part of Heroism. They concurred and the issue was finished. The Sindh course 

reading Board had just incorporated the names of Malala Yousufzai, Abdul Sattar Edhi and Arfa 

Kareem Randhawa in the primary school books.110  

Printing the course books by private distributers is worried about their business just who for the 

most part take the issues to the courts 111 and media on the grounds that being princely and 
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politically very much associated individuals they pressurize the PCTB without any problem. 

Mariam Chughtai clarifies the equivalent in the accompanying words:  

… private distributers had become a politically very much associated and ground-breaking group 

by at that point. A PTB staff part remarked that now and again private distributers directed their 

terms to PTB ranking staff, rather than the reverse way around; they disclose to PTB which 

statements suit them and which don't, and can change the principles on late conveyances and 

related fines.112  

Association of the unadulterated business disapproved of group in the readiness and printing of 

the course books has demonstrated a dazzling hit to the norm and polished methodology. Despite 

the fact that the private distributers may have some authentic reasons in documenting writs 

against the PCTB however it harms the soul and picture of the association. Such weight prepares 

for dealing and at last defilement to dispose of the distress of the court methods. Now and again, 

they oversee hostile to PCTB publicity through media. Real or frail, news things distributed 

against the PCTB humiliate the organization and they pursue the media men to look and deal 

with the individuals behind these bits of the news. A large number of the public authority 

officials in the Punjab are so terrified of the political government that they consign to the 

haggling position and this satisfies the genuine craving of the extorting gathering. High-ups at 

the commonplace level don't have a profound gander at the news and the aim and legit working 

of the officials and make a move against the PCTB the executives while the PCTB high-ups put 

obligation on the subordinate staff. By this the lesser are rebuffed on the grounds that why the 

news was distributed. No official has potential and mental fortitude to comprehend and protect 

the official stance. The Punjab does not have a major number of the solid officials who have 

practiced trustworthiness and legit capacity to oppose the bad form perpetrated by the political 

government or coercing gatherings. The frail demeanor by the officials let the degenerate go and 

by this numerous media men would value their working and intelligence however this is ruinous 

and harming sign that prompts rot and utter disappointment of the organizations and capacity of 

workplaces. For instance, I composed the set of experiences part of fifth class in which guide of 

the Punjab indicated Azad Kashmir as contested territory under the public position. A columnist 

distributed an article in shading version of a popular every day on 27 May 2016 against the guide 
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and composed that PCTB's book has killed Azad Kashmir from the guide of Pakistan.113 He 

needed that Azad Kashmir ought to have been shown as a piece of Pakistan. The terrified 

officials of the  

PCTB called me and looked for methodology to counter this news. I proposed composing a note 

of explanation and sending it to the high ups who may be deduction to make a move against 

them. I additionally mentioned them to send the equivalent to the Chief Editor of the every day 

so he could understand what game his writers were playing with the PCTB however I am certain 

the PCTB couldn't have set out to call attention to this error made by the columnist and he 

prevailing in the round of misuse. 

END  

The PCTB course readings of History and Pakistan Studies have enormously been changed in 

this way the greater part of the investigate has demonstrated old and superfluous however couple 

of individuals are as yet utilizing the obsolete adaptation of evaluate on the new reading material. 

The investigate is identifying with errata, understanding, skipping occasions, disregarding 

counter-accounts and pioneers, verbosity, center around Muslim legacy, utilizing incorrectly 

terminologies, wrong information, etc given in the past PCTB course books of History and 

Pakistan Studies. Are errata a contortion or murder of history? History can nor be twisted nor 

killed on the grounds that the record of occasions is history under the definition. ‗History is the 

name of past occasions not remarks.' Interpretations in a particular course make a few ways of 

thinking and such interpretational history originates from ‗history' accordingly history holds and 

jelly its virtue and realness. History can be characterized as the subject of occasions coordinated 

sequentially dependent on direct proof. This investigation finds no significant imperfection in the 

PCTB reading material of History and Pakistan Studies. ‗Distortion of history' in the course 

books featured by numerous essayists and media people is indeed ‗interpretation of history' in 

the light of the public accounts which is the obligation of a state to instruct the ages about their 

political heritage. Simultaneously, mixture of contempt against different countries and gatherings 

is certainly not a solid demeanor in the understanding of authentic occasions. Disdain should be 

recollected however overlooked for the altruism and mankind. Course books should be the 

apparatus to implant energy, patriotism and humanism. It should show love for all and scorn for 
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disdain as it were. Harmony training teaching method intends to guarantee all encompassing 

comprehension of issues, discussion and feeling of investigative limit among the students114 and 

the very substance offer such good climate in the Punjab's schools. The principle issue is that the 

complaints on the reading material please the presumption that the state or Pakistani or Punjab 

government is support such ‗distortion' of history on the off chance that it exits. The Pakistani 

government affirmed the educational program on the nationalistic lines with clear destinations as 

the colleges endorse course substance and the remainder of duty goes to the pertinent instructors. 

The commonplace governments following the serviceable methodology and SLOs (understudy 

learning results) produce the reading material keeping in view the public necessities. The reading 

material of History and Pakistan Studies have somewhat frail angle that the PCTB capacities in 

the possession of the most un-intrigued organization with regards to scholastics, uncouth 

specialists and business big shots. The experience of redistribute course books demonstrated 

impossible within the sight of nepotism and debasement by the commonplace service and the 

subordinates. Hence, the cycle of the course book distribution is magnificent however issue lies 

in employing the administrations of subject authorities for composing and survey. The other 

issue is the course book board organization comprising of non-scholarly individuals like non-

scholastic disapproved of civil servants and resigned armed force men. Numerous pundits of the 

reading material make disarray since they scrutinize the course books (classes 4-12) yet really 

focusing on the undergrad and  

graduate levels. As cried, no ‗distortion' of history in Pakistan Studies and History course books 

can be checked as a public arrangement however errata, skipping occasions, translation or public 

perspective like issues have been seen and spread as twisting of history. Few declare that the 

Pakistani country needn't bother with course readings since this framework makes a particular 

attitude anyway individuals have explicit homegrown and social climate and standards that might 

be taken as family or social course readings in light of the fact that the guardians have explicit 

dreams and objectives and to accomplish such objectives they need a particular climate, writing 

and mentality. Accordingly, I think, all have educational program and reading material as the 

guardians set goals for their youngsters to accomplish in life by following certain lines. Also, 

new age needs to have a few goals, heading, and vision to follow and add to life, society and 

mankind. Why educational program and schedules were made and actualized in all the western 
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nations in the past is a proof to comprehend the wonder that each nation requires return (points 

and goals) from the instruction area in the event that they spend tremendous financial plan on it. 

The primary destinations of educational plan are to make nationalism and ability to serve 

mankind. Public Education Policy 2009 (Pakistan) tried to advance philosophy as articulated in 

the Constitution, make strict concordance and regard social and strict diversity.115 Pakistan 

finishes the arrangement the scholarly infusion and unquestionably the greater part of the nations 

do likewise. Guardians tell triumphs and praise for their own progenitors to imbue a feeling of 

pride and mental certainty among the successors. No guardians can debase their progenitors and 

like the others or opponents. Also, no nation can affront their verifiable heritage and feature the 

glory of the adversaries in its schedules. Self-assurance and regard infest and hold a sense and 

want to make due as an individual from a good country that has fair history, culture and religion. 

The creators' evaluate on history in Pakistan appears to be an undertaking to get consideration of 

the administrations for having worthwhile spots and at any rate conceding their significance and 

affirmation. On the off chance that they don't get anything from the public authority, in any event 

media projection is certifiably not a less renowned goal despite the fact that it is a one day 

feature. Something else, history has demonstrated that it can't be ‗murdered' in light of the fact 

that set of experiences is a record of truth, real factors and realities. Umayyad and Abbasid in 

Muslim history, unfamiliar assaults and severe Mughal rule in Subcontinent history, Gen. Zia-ul-

Haq in Pakistan and BJP governments in India made their most extreme undertaking to mutilate 

the set of experiences however their evil aspirations were spurned and censured by the 

researchers and scientists that shows history is and will be alive as a genuine record of human 

exercises. On the off chance that some creator contorts realities it doesn't mean the death of 

current realities. Verifiable realities can be assaulted and reconsidered in positive and hostile 

points of view yet the ‗facts' can never be ‗murdered.' Therefore, KK Aziz embraced title 

‗Murder of History' just to sensationalize the composing in any case ‗reality' gets by regardless. 

Lie is dismissed based on reality accordingly in the event that somebody asserts the ‗murder of 

history' it depends on the ‗history alive.' ‗Falsehood' is perceived based on the ‗truth.' The 

pundits overlook as a rule the space assignment as the principle issue while composing course 

readings of history, Pakistan Studies or Social Studies. A little space in reading material can't 

invite all the occasions and ways of thinking in this way, the writers will undoubtedly choose the 
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occasions and quickly notice them keeping the degree of the kids and space in their brain. Dr. 

Mubarak Ali and others principally criticize lack of ability of the essayists of the course readings 

in Pakistan however many present their study as twisting of history. Each country spends 

enormous financing on the tutoring of their young residents. ‗National account' exists behind 

‗national interest' and each strategy sought after by any administration. Numerous nations offer 

explicit schedules with explicit targets. These targets are basically identifying with patriotism, 

nationalism and mankind. This common pattern as drilled by Pakistan or PCTB additionally has 

its instructive approach which intends to create dependable and devoted residents. Twisting of 

history as accused isn't accurate image of the reading material in light of the fact that these books 

contain text dependent on regarding different religions, societies and individuals. Once in a 

while, pundits reprove that the reading material beginning Pakistan's set of experiences from 

Muhammad Bin Qasim that isn't right discernment in light of the fact that the course books start 

from Indus Valley Civilization up to ongoing history with notice of Ashoka as an extraordinary 

ruler. It likewise examines Maharaja Ranjit Singh and other non-Muslim rulers in an exact 

way.116 Interestingly, the pundits delivered many pages on the study against the PCTB course 

books of History and Pakistan Studies yet couldn't compose not many pages as model reading 

material of these subjects.  

Proposals  

The examination prescribes the accompanying strides to review the complaints and perceptions:  

1. The Punjab Curriculum and Textbook Board should be regulated by the academicians as 

it were. If there should arise an occurrence of Ph.D. capability or exploration commitment or 

exceptional interest in examination or scholastics, administrators or armed force men can 

likewise be occupied with the organization.  

2. Qualification of the writers of reading material and analysts can be resolved 

authoritatively to connect with the best stuff. Ph.D. furthermore, research distributions can be the 

rules.  

3. Syllabi of History and Pakistan Studies should be measured appropriately as per the limit 

of the understudies.  

4. No quick activity like request and move of the PCTB officials/authorities should be taken 

on the news distributed or communicated on TV. Activity like exchange or request under 
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PEEDA Act against any authority ought not be suggested until the inward request has 

demonstrated the charges.  

5. Publishers ought not be associated with creating books rather they can be employed 

distinctly for printing reason.  

6. National agreement through political pioneers, students of history and legislators can be 

finished up on the local saints and the concurred life sketch of the territorial legends might be 

remembered for the course books, everything being equal/units. In any case, the course readings 

of the relative multitude of areas should specify about the provincial dialects and societies as 

they do and the notice of the saints should begin from BS/graduate classes.  

7. The PCTB ought to send composed greeting to the specialist or essayist reproachful of 

any reading material for writing a book as model tending to all the reservations brought up by 

him/her. The model books should be publicized via web-based media to look for input from the 

individuals of various layers of life.  

8. Only subject experts should show History and Pakistan Studies in the schools.  

9. Manual for Teachers dependent on ability to connect exercise to harmony and amicability 

must be distributed and instructed in limit building programs.  

10. Hate Studies has become significant subject so one section can be added to the Social 

Studies.  
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